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GPS (Global Positioning System) brought wider possibilities of being able to trace the location  of
people from anywhere. Since GPS has been integrated in mobile phones, it has become easy to
download and install GPS tracking apps in mobile phones. This combination of technology with
technology was impeccable. It was a challenging task for developers, but they surprisingly came up
with brilliant concepts every time. Skilled developers built creative applications that traced positions
of people. In such a case, two mobiles are required for exchanging information and positioning
locations. Devices with in-built GPS support are compatible with GPS basaed applications. One
such smart app is  MyNino! It is a multi-platform mobile application that is designed and developed
to look after the safety of your children. If you are worried about the security of your children and
want to keep a track of where they go and/or where they are, the ideal solution is to download this
BlackBerry tracking application.

The app is compatible with BlackBerry as well as Android smart phones. The application's aim is to
track the child's position wherever they are. MyNino needs to be installed on the parent's smart
phone as well as on the child's smart phone in order to receive reports from one device to another.
The app uses the in-built GPS feature of the smart phone. Once MyNino is installed in both, the
parent's as well as the child's smart phone, the parent will receive every detail of the child's activity.
The app sends across reports of child's calls, SMS (both incoming and outgoing) along with the
GPS location remotely. After the application is configured correctly on your smart phone it will work
smoothly as a BlackBerry GPS tracking app.

The application uses the GPS system to effectively work and transfer location information from the
child's device to the parent's device. With this GPS tracking device you will get complete detail of
the position of your child and stay at peace as it will assure you of your child's safety. If you are
apprehensive about your child's knowing about the installation of this Android tracking apps in smart
phone then be at ease, because it runs in hidden mode in the child's phone and is displayed as an
Express Gallery. The child application keeps a record of all the outgoing and incoming transactions
and sends everything across to the web server over Wi-Fi or GPRS internet connectivity to the
parent app. The information is sent across at set intervals as configured by the user and if the
internet connectivity is not available then the application sends the reports at the first instance of
connectivity.

MyNino, a robust BlackBerry GPS tracking apps, comes packed with quality rich functionalities and
offers that are highly useful.
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Terry Littrell - About Author:
The author writes about the a Android GPS tracking app MyNino that is a multi-platform application
designed for parents who are worried about their children's safety. This a Blackberry GPS tracking
apps ensures to keep parents' worries at bay.
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